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during the late Middle Ages where they were forgotten by the world and
left to cope with their longings for the world they had known. Using wills
and visitation reports, Daichman provides historical background of women
who were placed, usually unwillingly, in the convent. For many women, the
choices were limited to either marriage or the nunnery (13). Since a large
proportion of the women in convents were unsuited for religious life, it is
understandable that they might easily stray from its restrictions (26).
Daichman surveys the image of wayward nuns in satire, ranging from
the morally indignant to the humorous (xiv). She is concerned with the
literary styles of the medieval chansons de nonne (65) and the fabliaux (102).
The chansons de nonne were light, frivolous songs and poems, while the fabliaux
often turned into ribald tales. Her analysis of Juan Ruiz's portrayal of
Dona Garoza in El libro de buen amor and Chaucer's portrayal of Eglentine
in The Canterbury Tales provides convincing support for Daichman's thesis
that these two characters are portrayals of actual nuns (160).
This book raises more questions than it answers. Did medieval nuns have
any socially acceptable outlets for their sexual desires? Are there additional
literary figures, perhaps less well known, who fit into this historical context?
All quotes are in their original language with an English translation that is
helpful for nonspecialists. Daichman accomplishes her purpose with an
elegant writing style and contributes to both disciplines of history and
literature.
Kay Rogers
Northern Arizona University

Richard Kieckhefer, Unquiet Souls: Fourteenth-Century Saints and Their R eligi,ous
Milieu, University of Chicago Press, 1987.
In the three years since the publication of the original clothbound
edition of this book, it has been widely reviewed and, while receiving
important criticism,justly praised. There seems little reason to repeat what
has already been said elsewhere: for well-thought-out reviews see especially
Catholic Historical Review 71 (1985): 646-48, and Speculum 61 (1986): 672-74.
Presumably the appearance of a paperback edition signals its use in college
courses, and the present review is intended to give some guidance to this
end supplementary to what has been said already by others. For description
of the book's contents, I refer the reader to the reviews mentioned.
The book's great merit, as far as the student is concerned, is that it
discusses much in fourteenth-century religion which has been viewed as
simply pathological or repugnant by a long line of impressionists from
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William James and Johan Huizinga to Barbara Tuchman and Umberto Eco.
Although Kieckhefer is not completely free of his own form of impressionism,
he sets the fourteenth-century context with such understanding and sympathy
that all but the most bizarre behavior is seen to have its own cultural and
religious rationale.
Sometimes one wishes that Kieckhefer would have probed more
deeply or written more precisely. It is imprecise, for instance, to say that
the Franciscan literature shows "the same recognition of the sacramental
and sacral character of the created world" (11) as we find in Augustine
or to equate this with Augustine's idea that the creation gives evidence
of the creator. Indeed, in a book that most commonly cites the Church
Fathers in translation or in an edition other than the best critical edition, one should be somewhat wary of the comparisons of the patristic
period and early Middle Ages with the fourteenth century. This is especially
true of the chapter on patience, which in spite of its great wealth of
source citation seems to me the weakest of the thematic chapters in
terms of its success in establishing its thesis that "patience tended to
become a sustained theme, explicitly given central importance" (85).
I do not see that the claim of centrality actually follows from the piles
of evidence given. That is, while there is no doubt that patience was
a sustained theme, I am not sure it was thus for the first time or that
any methodology has been developed for showing centrality of importancehence the charge of a continuing form of impressionism. One wonders,
for instance, if the thesis could be sustained had either the influence of
Gregory the Great's Moralia in Job-a work never explicitly mentioned
in this book-been traced in earlier centuries or had whole classes of
religious literature hardly if at all examined in the present work-biblical
commentaries, for instance, or earlier monastic writings-been systematically
examined.
In sum, Kieckhefer makes a fair number of statements that imply
a degree of certitude in interpreting the documents that might hide
from the unsuspecting reader the presence of a good deal of intuitive
reading and, in spite of all the materials cited, generalization to society
as a whole from fairly limited and specific kinds of evidence. Central
is how the reader judges the claims made on page 49. Eschewing a "rounded
survey" of the religion of the age, Kieckhefer wishes rather to examine
what was most distinctive. I have no difficulty with the proposal that
common ideas in a society may be exemplified in the exaggerated lives
of certain individuals. However, there is some danger in claiming that
such people really "typify their society" -as opposed, for instance, to
certain streams of spirituality in their society-without pursuing the
admittedly laborious task of surveying "all the strands that make up
the religious fabric of the age." Therefore, simply in the spirit of suggesting
the limits of a very fine book, I state that I do not think it completely
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establishes how marginal or central, how "distinctive," the themes it
deals with were.
Glenn W. Olsen
University of Utah

Constance Hoffman Berman, Medieval Agriculture, the Southern French
Countryside, and the Early Cistercians: A Study of Forty-Three Monasteries, Vol. 76,
Part 5: Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia,
1986.
Cistercian studies have grown considerably in recent years thanks to
important contributions to the literature and to the establishment of
centers of studies such as the Cistercian Studies Institute in Kalamazoo.
This monograph must be counted among those important contributions.
The author's study of 43 male houses (16 of which are critically important for her conclusions) and over seven thousand charters from southern
France, ca. lllO to 1249, lead to some important conclusions. The most note·
worthy of these is that, contrary to accepted views, the Cistercians did
not acquire land for their granges through land clearance or reclamation
of unoccupied land. Rather the order constituted its estates through
purchase and reorganization of already cultivated land. This process
of reorganization is reminiscent of the amalgamation of contiguous lands
observed by David Herlihy in the same region for an earlier period. The
accepted view, which is based upon the early traditions of the order and
its own statutes, is also challenged by Robert Fossier and Charles Higounet,
among others.
After presenting her case on land reorganization in the first two chapters,
the author discusses the important issue of management in chapter three.
Given her thesis, that Cistercians in southern France did not build granges
through land clearances and reclamation, management becomes a vitally
important concern. She observes that the Cistercians expended surprisingly
large sums of cash on land acquisition and notes that cash transactions had
almost entirely replaced property exchanges in the twelfth-century Midi.
It was primarily through purchase that the Cistercians pieced together their
large corporate estates. In chapter four the author discusses the profits of
grange agriculture which enabled the order to grow rich through good
management and economies of scale: consolidation of land, use of lay
brothers (conversi) as labor, exemption from tithes and taxes, and improved
technology (better tools, improved drainage, sturdier plow teams, control
of mills, etc.). The financial strength of the order helped improve the region's
economy.

